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 “The door sweep is  

   durable and cost effective“  

 

  
 

 
Standard Pest Management was established in 1929 and is among the country’s oldest pest 

management firms. It is a family-owned firm that is currently run by the third and fourth gen-

erations. We are based in Long Island City and provide service to commercial and residential 

clients in the greater NYC area. Pride professionalism and technology have always been im-

portant to us and that’s why we are pleased to be the first pest management firm in the world 

to adopt the use of the RodeXit products. Since we first received a free sample from the manu-

facturer, we have been enthusiastic about their door sweep. As part of our IPM services, we pest 

proof an increasing number of doors each week with RodeXit door sweeps becoming a product of 

choice in the applications for which it is suited. I along with our key exclusion techs like the 

RodeXit door sweeps as our general-purpose strips for a number of reasons:  

• They do the job and are both rat and mouse resistant. 

• Durability; we monitor our installations regularly and even after eight months of use, 

have not experienced issues with any of the RodeXit installations.   

• They are exceptionally easy and quick to install with the screw hole markings making it 

is easy to align the door sweeps flush to the door and floor. 

• Ease of transport and inventory:  As one can imagine, an urban service vehicle is stocked 

with quite a bit of tools and materials. So having 27 yards of door sweep available in a 

single compact coil that doesn’t take up much space is a real task and time saver. Even 

some of our walking routes are able to perform the exclusion because strips can be cut 

and rolled up in a backpack.   

• In addition, they are well suited for add-on sales which increases both profitability and 

professional service.  

• They are both cost effective and easy to keep on hand due to their unique travel ability.  

These are among the reasons we choose RodeXit.  


